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NOTES 
Letter on Paper by Eugene Schwartz and Adrienne Kleiboemer 
In a recent paper, Schwartz and Kleiboemer (1967) aim at finding the 
conditions under which incorporation of composite words in a word dic- 
tionary results in increased compression efficiency. The conditions they 
find are asserted to be necessary and sufficient. 
It is the purpose of this letter "to show that the conditions they obtain 
are not necessary and to indicate that the range of validity of their suffi- 
ciency is, in most cases, too restricted to be useful. 
Let us adopt he total number of bits required to encode agiven sample 
of text as a measure of the compression efficiency obtained by the use of 
a certain dictionary. This measure also seems to be the one implicitly 
used by Schwartz and Kleiboemer. 
The failure of the necessity of the conditions follows then f rom 
Schwartz and Kleiboemer's omission to consider the total number of 
dictionary look-ups required to encode the sample. 
In fact, let 
W be the total number of simple words in the given sample (num- 
ber of look-ups in the word dictionary), 
W' be the total number of composite words in the given sample 
(number of look-ups in the composite word dictionary), 
L be the total number of letters in the given sample, 
B be the total number of bits necessary to encode the given sam= 
ple when simple words are used, 
B' be the total number of bits necessary to encode the given sam- 
ple when composite words are used. 
We say that encoding with a composite-word dictionary is more efficient, 
with respect o the given sample, than encoding with a simple-word ic- 
tionary, if B' < B. 
But, 
B = HW,  
B' = H 'W'  
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where H and H' are the entropies of the ensemble of simple words and of 
composite words, respectively, as defined in their paper. 
Hence, H'  < H is not a necessary condition for B' < B. Moreover, to 
establish conditions under which H' < H without a parallel treatment of 
W and W' is almost useless as far as B and B' are concerned. 
Let us now define an entropy per letter, H~, as 
H~ = B/L  = H/~ 
where ~ = L /W is the average number of letters per word in the given 
sample. 
Correspondingly, 
H'~ = B ' /L  = H' /~' .  
H~ is then a normalized measure of compression efficiency, i.e., is in- 
dependent of the length of the sample being encoded. Using He, a most 
striking counterexample to Schwartz and Kleiboemer's conclusions can 
be extracted from thdr own Table I on p. 317. In fact, the first three 
entries in the column labeled Bits/Element, which corresponds to their 
"total entropy," can be observed to increase with the number of letters 
per dictionary word. According to their conditions, this would mean less 
efficient compression. However, the corresponding entries in the column 
labded Bits/Letter can be observed to decrease. Since these entries 
represent the conditional entropy of the nth letter (given the (n - 1) 
preceding ones) which is denoted by H(gn] W~-I), and since He is ap- 
proximatdy equal to H(#nl W ~-1) (H~ converges 1 to H(C~ I W~-I) for 
large n), that decrease indicates more compression efficiency. 
Finally, notice that our H~ should not be confused with what Schwartz 
and Kleiboemer call "entropy per letter." Their definition of "entropy 
per letter" is implied in the second sentence of thdr last paragraph on 
p. 319 where they write: "If a receding of the 707-word ictionary results 
in a reduced total entropy, then the entropy per letter will be reduced 
inasmuch as the total number of letters in the 19,000 tokens remains 
constant" (our underlining), and is made explicit in thdr formula on 
p. 328 (following Eq. 27) that reads, using our symbols: 
"entropy per letter" = H/L .  
This definition would make the "entropy per letter" decrease inversely 
1 For related theorems see, for example, Chapter IV of Fano (1961). 
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with s~r~ple size since the "total entropy," a very misleading name for 
the average self-information of the selected set of words, is practically 
independent of the (large) number of tokens used, while the number of 
letters is not. Thus, in the limit of very large samples, the entropy per 
letter would be zero, which is absurd. 
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